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1.  Preface 

 

Apple's 31st Worldwide Developers Conference, with its kick-off keynote speech 

on June 22, was held with no physical gathering due to the spread of the Covid-19 

virus around the world.  

Being digital, it was free for all developers. Apple stated that the online event will 

allow millions of creative and innovative developers to get access to future 

versions of iOS, iPadOS, macOS, watchOS, and tvOS, as well as engage with 

Apple engineers. 

Apple revolutionized personal technology with the introduction of the Macintosh in 

1984. Today, Apple leads the world in innovation with iPhone, iPad, Mac, Apple 

Watch and Apple TV. The different Apple’s software platforms provide seamless 

experiences across all Apple devices. 

 

“With all of the new products and technologies we’ve been working on, WWDC 

2020 is going to be big,” said Craig Federighi, Apple’s senior vice president of Software Engineering 

prior to the event. And he didn’t disappoint.   

 

We can’t pick the most important feature that was presented on WWDC 2020, but we can describe the 

biggest news we read between the lines: it’s all coming together! 

The new Apple Silicon will enable new powerful features on the Mac computer and at the same time 

support native developed apps for iPad or iPhone. A possibility that’s already available today using 

Catalyst to recompile the code. 

It’s not only about making apps broadly available to all platforms, it’s also about making the user 

interface recognizable across the different platforms! 

 

In this paper we focus on the newly presented features and what impact these might have for your 

business and professional lives. 

 

This document puts the focus on the new Apple enterprise features based on the public information 

from the Apple web site and publicly available third-party sources. 

 

Developer beta-versions have been released so developers can go ahead and get creative. 

Public beta will be available as of July. 

The official launch is planned for this fall. 

 

In this document you will discover small enhancements and major new features that will probably impact 

also your daily professional life!  

 

Enjoy the reading! 
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1. Change log 
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2.  Before you start  

 

 

Concerning OS Beta and public Beta programs, you should be aware that: 

Your employees have the possibility to take part in this program, unless you tell them not to. 

 

There’s no security risk – the MDM protocol is NOT changing. However, your management system will 

not recognize the exact mobile OS version and could take unexpected measures such as quarantining 

the mobile device. 

 

Certain apps might not be working correctly or fail to work on BETA OS versions. 

 

Our recommendation is to advise your employees to install the BETA only on private or test devices that 

are NOT managed by your MDM or EMM system. 

 

Remember a roll-back to a previous OS version is not supported. 

 

 

In this paper we will only focus on those new features that deliver a true enterprise value or facilitate data 

security/privacy. This document does not summarize all new OS features; please refer to 

www.apple.com for more details on the complete listing. 

 

Written by Björn Kemps, Sebastien Leroy, Griet Quaghebeur, Wouter Troost, Gertjan Timmermans and 

Ulrik Van Schepdael based on the WWDC Keynote speech, publicly available information and common 

sense. 

Check https://developer.apple.com/enterprise/ for the latest updates.  

No information available through this program is part of this whitepaper. 

If you have a developer account, check the enterprise resources for detailed protocol and profile 

reference details. 
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3. Apple Silicon 

 

A “historical moment” was announced at WWDC 2020 by launching Apple Silicon for Mac. 

 

Apple is currently reliant on Intel for the processors used across its Mac lineup, but that will be changing 

in the future as Apple works to transition over to Apple Silicon and the first A12Z-chips similar to the A-

series chips used in its iPhones and iPads, using its track records in these other product lines to 

redefine power consumption and computing power. 

 

 

Swapping over to its own chips allows Apple to release updates on its own schedule and and an even 

tighter integration between hardware and software. 

Apple Silicon chip packages high performance GPU, Secure Enclave, memory and storage controllers, 

machine learning processors, Image Signal Processing, custom encryption, and more, all of which also 

be applied to the upcoming Mac processors. 

 

Apple plans to release the first Mac with Apple silicon by the end of this year, and it expects the 

transition to take two years. New Intel-powered Macs are still on the drawing table, so Apple isn’t 

moving exclusively to Apple Silicon-based Macs for the time being. Still, calling it a “historical moment” 

was a well-chosen announcement. 

 

The impact for the enterprise is quite important; with this announcement the different hardware platforms 

are converging and bringing the top class security plus  business features from the mobile platforms to 

the Mac computer.  

 

And that includes ALL apps from iOS and iPadOS right on macOS, without changes!  
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4. Privacy 

 

For Apple the user privacy is key and with every new release this aspect is gaining importance. Also this 

year new features should further extend the trust in the devices, apps and services. 

 

Apple’s privacy architecture is built around three pillars: 

- Data minimization means Apple has the right attitude to collect only the data that is required and 

never stores excess data or metadata 

- The principle of on-device-intelligence processes all data on the device itself without sending it 

off to an outside cloud server, where possible 

- Security protection implements the best possible systems to protect the data based on custom 

and protected hardware  

 

By using those three pillars and by adding full transparency and control, the best possible privacy can 

be guaranteed. 

 

This approach led to a wide adoption of the “Sign In with Apple” service, alongside 

the traditional authentication consumer providers. The updated service now also 

includes a transition services to migrate from your traditional provider to Apple. 

 

 

 

 

More important for the business and security sensitive organizations are the following additions to the 

different OS release presented in 2020. 

 

 

4.1 Approximate location sharing with apps 

 

Today, when sharing your location with an app, the 

accuracy is based on the exact GPS  data your device is 

able to calculate. This provides, in most cases, your exact 

location to the app builder, a true impact on your privacy.  

If you don’t want to share whether you’re in front of the 

office, or inside, you have now the ability to share your 

approximate location by defining a ‘radius’. 
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4.2 Recording ON indicator 

 

Already standard practice on MacBooks and iMac’s for the camera, now 

available in iOS and iPadOS for all recordings. A visual indicator shows the 

user when the camera or mic is active and recording. 

A small but extremely handy indicator that should prevent the unauthorized 

or unwanted use of your personal camera and mic. 

 

4.3 Tracking Control 

 

Tracking is big business.  

With the new Tracking Control feature Safari is enabled to block tracking and to inform the user on the 

actions. 

The control works pro-active and prevents you from being tracked across sites to deliver you 

advertising, based on these invisible dots on websites. 

User consent is requested to ensure also here, no nasty surprises. 

 

4.4 App Privacy 

 

 In many cases you were only allowed to read the app privacy statement 

after installing the app, for the simple fact it’s only available in the app. 

With the new App Store update you can now read the privacy statement 

before installing the app.  

 

The App Store will help users understand the privacy practices of apps 

before downloading them, including the types of data the apps might collect 

— such as usage, contact information, or location — and whether that data 

is shared with third parties for tracking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Password Monitoring  

 

Natively in Safari, done by Apple, a check if your password has been compromised in a known data 

breach. A service similar to SpyCloud, but online and all the time. 

To allow a safe data comparison of your current password and the ones known in breaches, Apple uses 

strong cryptography techniques so your password can never be revealed, not even to Apple. 
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5. iOS 14 

 

After iOS 13's troubled launch, expectations are high for the next update.  

Between the initial release of iOS 13 at the end of September 2019 and 

December 2019, there had been eight updates pushed out to iOS users 

around the world to address various issues.  

5.1 Hardware Support 

 

Apple announced that iOS 14 will be compatible with all iPhone models 

currently being supported by iOS 13, ranging from the iPhone 6s to the iPhone 11 Pro Max.  

When Apple states it will support your hardware for a long time, it means business. 

Given the existing range of supported hardware for iOS 13 now gets full iOS 14 support, this means the 

investment done in hardware remains valuable. 

An important saving for many companies in the current economical climate 

As stated in the beginning of this document, we would like to point out the potential risks in 

management (and support) of the mobile fleet when employees would sign up for the new public beta 

starting in July of 2020! 

Our recommendation is to alert your employees not to install the Beta software. Given potential 

enterprise app issues, it is also recommended to hold off the upgrade of the final iOS 14 release until full 

testing is done. 

Your EMM platform does provide zero-day support, however, beta versions are pre-zero day and the 

platform will not recognize these. The EMM can take, based on your settings, measures like 

quarantining and wiping devices. 

Please contact our support to learn how to inform your employees and how to set up alerting 

mechanisms to detect ‘beta employees’. 

 

 

Supported devices

iPhone SE (2nd gen)
iPhone 11 Pro Max

iPhone 11 Pro
iPhone 11

iPhone XS Max

iPhone XS
iPhone XR

iPhone X
iPhone 8 Plus

iPhone 8

iPhone 7 Plus
iPhone 7

iPhone 6s Plus
iPhone 6s

iPhone SE (1st gen)

iPod Touch (7th gen)

mailto:info@nomasis.ch
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5.2 Home Screen 

 

We’re doing more on our iPhone than ever before, 

using more apps than ever before. IOS 14 comes 

with new ways to organize your app pages, making 

it possible to edit and hide them, showing 

suggestions and have them listed based upon 

popular use. 

 

Via App Library, you can organize your apps 

automatically in categories, avoiding too many 

(messy) pages on your home screen, and putting the 

most used apps on top. You can even hide a page if 

you want. 

Another update are the home screen widgets, 

providing you the possibility to move around  “small pieces of information” and allowing a further 

personalized home screen. These widgets – in iOS13 in your today view when you swipe right – come in 

different sizes and are now placed between your apps. And with Smartstack, you can even put multiple 

widgets stacked on each other, where the widget in the front changes throughout the day, if you like.  

 

Apple is also adding picture-in-picture video on your phone, so you can continue to watch your movie or 

FaceTime call in a small size while using another app. 

 

For enterprise users these customizations and “small” enhancements will provide a far better user 

experience. It just makes more sense to put business apps together, to be informed in time and to see 

just a small notification of an incoming call that’s not full screen! 
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5.3 New features for Messages 

You can now pin important conversations on top of the app. In group conversations you can reply inline, 

making it look like separate conversation. Other features are @mentions, redesigned group 

conversation headers and a bunch of new memoji’s including – surprise – face coverings. 

Is this important for business? Well, if we see everybody texting and doing less phone calls, we think it’s 

important. However, we do not recommend you sending face-covered-memoji’s to your boss – viruses 

don’t spread through iMessage, that’s confirmed. 

5.4 Translate 

 

With the new iOS 14, Safari features a built-in translation tool that allows users to translate webpages 

without having to install a third-party app or service.  

 

The separate Translate app displays translations on the iPhone's screen of what the speakers say, with 

the help of Apple's Siri digital assistant. A conversation between an English speaker and Spanish 

speaker, for example, is displayed in text on different parts of the screen. 

 

'Translate’ is powered by “on-

device machine learning,” 

meaning that it translates 

directly on iPhones instead of 

sending data to Apple’s data 

centers, improving “accuracy 

and privacy” because no user 

data leaves the smartphone 

during the translation process. 

 

Not yet available for Dutch, 

Gaelic and Luxemburgs, but  

already supporting all other 

EMEA (our alliance) member 

countries! 

 

A must have when traveling and meeting people, both private and for business. Already today it’s 

‘normal’ to show a translation on your phone to strangers when asking for directions, super handy when 

now the device also understand the spoken reply with instant translation and language detection! 
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5.5 Car Key 

 

With Car key, users can unlock and start their car 

with their iPhone, using its NFC capabilities. In a 

later stage, Apple said it is working on a new 

industry standard using its new chip, called the 

U1 featuring wide band communication. Car Key 

is part of Wallet, and even if your iPhone runs out 

of battery, your Car Key will continue to work for 

another 5 hours. 

The virtual key can be controlled through iCloud, 

and you can share your key with other people 

and set restrictions. The feature will also be 

available for iOS13. First car to support this will 

be the BMW 5 series. 

 

 

 

The way we currently manage car access and enterprise building access is fundamentally different. You 

get a remote controllable badge to enter the building, but for your company car, you still rely on a 

mechanical invention that dates centuries ago (admitted, the new car keys feature a remote control 

button, but still can’t be remotely controlled). 

This evolution of Wallet announces a new era in car access, car sharing and car management. For now 

limited, but keep an eye open for this feature as it might transform the industry similar to what the e-SIM 

is doing for telecom. 

 

5.6 Apple Maps 

 

The updated Apple Maps app makes it easier to find places, with new options on how to get there, 

including cycling directions. For this type of transport, the app tells you where the bike lanes are and 

gives detailed information about elevation in - for now - selected cities. 

Area covering pages are now called Guides and are automatically updated with the most recent 

information. 

And good news for electric car owners: Apple Maps now supports EV routing, calculating charging 

stops along the way, where you can charge your car and be sure that the charging station supports the 

plug you use. 

 

A natural evolution inspired by the changing habits of your employees. 
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5.7 SIRI 

 

Siri has been redesigned and results appear separately on top of the screen. This avoids that the result 

takes you immediately to the app. You can consider it as a compact Siri UI, or a small overlay instead of 

turning your whole screen when you activate it. 

Apple claims Siri is 20 x smarter than three years ago and overall quality of the digital assistant has been 

improved. 

In enterprise we are only at the beginning of digital assistants to helps us in our daily tasks. The new Siri 

feature to send an audio message demonstrates only a fraction of the possibilities. More to come in the 

future when talk to your phone! 
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5.8 App Clips 

One of the big innovations of the new iOS 14 is certainly the ability to ‘taste’ apps without heavy 

downloads. In many cases you only need a fraction of the app for a certain action; like ordering a coffee, 

an entrance ticket, pay for parking, ... 

Downloading an app in these real-life scenario’s 

represents a timing challenge and is in many cases 

just too cumbersome. 

With the introduction of App Clips it is now possible 

to download a very light weight version of a certain 

app with a maximum of 10 MB, that’s fast! 

The App Clips are recognized by your iPhone by 

scanning a QR code, using an NFC tag or directly 

from Safari, Maps or iMessage. That’s easy! 

 

 

 

A key feature Important for business. 

From an enterprise perspective this is big and most companies should rethink their app strategy to 

include App Clips. The way these App Clips install and provide basic features by just scanning a QR or 

touching an NFC tag is easy, but with high impact.  

It facilitates the step-up to the full app. 

From a user perspective it’s great to finally get a better user experience, without the “yet another app on 

my iPhone I will only use once”.  

We believe these App Clips, floating between Web Clips and Apps, will become the most important form 

factor for business to consumer apps (and even for some types of enterprise apps). 
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6. iPadOS 14 

 

After splitting up iOS and iPadOS last year, most of the changes 

mentioned above for iOS  apply here too, with more focus on 

the unique advantages of tablets and a slant towards 

productivity features. 

6.1 Hardware Support 

When it comes to the iPad, the iPadOS 14 update will be compatible with all iPads able to run iOS 13 

except for the iPad mini 4 (released in September 2015) and the iPad Air 2 (released in October 2014).  

That means the following iPads will be able to run iPadOS 14: 

 

 

Similar to iOS, the support for iPadOS is also extended for most devices. This protects the made 

investment in the iPad, a device that typically never breaks and keeps doing what it must: being your 

business companion! 
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6.2 Scribble 

Apple added new Apple Pencil related features 

on iPadOS 13 last year and now, iOS 14 includes 

full support for Apple Pencil input, allowing users 

to handwrite text in any text input-field using 

Apple Pencil, with the handwritten content then 

converted into standard text before it's sent. 

Apple named this new feature “Scribble”. 

So, as an example, you might be able to tap into 

a Messages text field with the Apple Pencil, hand 

write a message to someone, have it converted to 

a more easily readable typewritten text, and then 

send it. 

The name of this feature suggests a low to medium enterprise impact, but the contrary is true. With 

iPadOS 14 and with Apple Pencil, every enterprise app ever built is now supporting handwritten text 

input. 

The forms your company developed to sign up new customers = handwriting support. 

The survey you ask your customers to fill out = handwriting support. 

Any app with text fields… = handwriting support! 

Yes indeed, we think this is big news for business! 

6.3 Third-party Default Apps 

 

With iOS and iPadOS 14, you can now change the default browsing and email app. Users will be able to 

select Outlook or Gmail as their go-to app when composing a new message (from the share sheet), or 

go directly to Chrome or Edge when clicking on a browser link. Only browsers and email apps are 

supported so far.  

 

The enterprise value is clear. When you decided to distribute corporate owned devices and you 

provision a special enterprise email and browser app, this should be set as default. 

We are still waiting on the fine details of the MDM configuration profiles, but we expect a new key-value 

pair to set the default apps remotely, right from your MDM console. 
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7. macOS 10.16 Big Sur 

 

Apple launched a brand new OS for Mac computers branded Big Sur, featuring small cosmetic 

enhancements and big internal technology changes. 

 

The biggest technology change is the support for both Intel as the new Apple Silicon CPU’s. 

 

 

 

Above the launch screen of the new macOS Big Sur, and probably for many user their desktop 

background for the coming year(s). 
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7.1 Brand new design 

 

macOS Big Sur borrows a number of elements from iOS and iPadOS:  

a customizable control center and a new notification center.   

 

 

 

Designed only for Mac, the new Control Center consolidates your 

favorite menu bar items into a single place to give you instant access to 

the controls you use most. 

 

A redesigned Notification Center puts all your notifications and widgets 

into a single, dedicated column. Notifications are automatically sorted 

by most recent, and redesigned Today widgets deliver information at a 

glance. 

 

 

 

 

The Dock buttons are redesigned to look more consistent across the Apple ecosystem. This also 

represents the overall trend we’re seeing in the Apple line-up: consistency! 

No matter if you’re a Mac user or iPad user, you will get the same look and feel to get your work done! 
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7.2 Redesigned apps 

 

Improvements to key apps including Safari, Calendar, Messages, Photos and Maps.  

 

Safari has been upgraded with a customizable start page and an improved performance. Safari loads 

frequently visited sites 50 percent faster on average than Chrome.  

 

Web extension API support allows developers to bring chrome extensions to safari. 

Default tab favicons help you to easily identify open tabs at a glance and the new Privacy report shows 

how safari protects your privacy (see Privacy section of this document for more details).  

 

For most Apple apps, similar feature updates are available across the different platforms (see iOS and 

iPadOS descriptions). 

 

With Big Sur the convergence of the different OS platforms has taken a major step forward. The app 

design is similar no matter what OS you’re using. 

 

 

7.3 Big News 

 

 

The Apple Silicon announcement at WWDC 2020 combined with the new Big Sur macOS have a 

significant impact on the way the app economy works. 

Where today developers need to recode or recompile (using Catalyst) their mobile apps to run on 

macOS, in the future this will be supported natively.  

 

The new Mac computers powered by Apple Silicon and running macOS Big Sure will run, without any 

modification, any app available for iPadOS and iOS. 

As stated before in this document, this is opening up new opportunities for existing apps and reduces 

the development cost for newly launched apps!  
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7.4 Hardware support 

 

The new macOS supports both the legacy Intel 

CPU range, and will continue to do so, as the new 

Apple Silicon range that will debut end of this year. 

The Big Sur release supports a vast number of 

Mac’s going back 7 years to 2013! 
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8. Apple WatchOS 7 

This year’s Apple WatchOS update brings “subtle-big” improvements in version 7.  

 

WatchOS 7 requires iPhone 6s or later, with iOS 14 or later and one of the following Apple Watch 

models: 

- Apple Watch Series 3 

- Apple Watch Series 4 

- Apple Watch Series 5 

 

(Not all features are available on all devices.) 
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8.1 Watch Faces 

Everything you do on Apple Watch starts with your Watch Face. With WatchOS 7, 

Watch Faces are more customizable, powerful, and discoverable than ever. 

You can get faces through the app store, websites or social media or get shared 

faces from friends and family. App developers can now publish their own watch face 

and for the first time you can have multiple complications from the same app on your 

watch face. 

Interesting for business? Well actually yes, because your business could become a Watch Face 

provider as well. Imagine you have your business apps and Watch companions, wouldn’t it be a great 

idea to organize these for your employees. Certainly if these apps are to be used from the Watch in their 

daily professional life. 

8.2 Employee Health 

Every enterprise is concerned about its employee’s health. The Apple Watch does help!  

Keeping your hands clean has never been more important. With WatchOS 7, Apple Watch automatically 

detects when you begin washing and helps you keep going for the amount of time recommended by 

global health organizations. 

Using its motion sensors and microphone, Apple Watch automatically detects handwashing and starts a 

20‑second timer. 

Sleep is one of the most important aspects of your health, but also one of the least understood. 

Tracking is a good start, but the new Sleep app goes further. It helps you create a schedule and a 

bedtime routine so you can meet your sleep goals. 

Automatically turning on ‘Do not disturb’, sleep charts and – tracking and the new Wind Down-function 

will help you build an optimal bedtime routine. 

 

With Fitness, you can now accurately track new fitness metrics for Dance, Functional Strength Training, 

Core Training, and even your post-workout Cooldown. 
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